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Summary
This document presents work carried out within Work Package 5 of the project
(WP5). WP5 is known as the “Poetry Lab”. It develops tools for text analysis with a
special focus on the automatic analysis of poetic features. Work in Content Analysis
(Medieval Spanish Named Entity Recognition), Scansion and Computational
Stylistics (enjambment detection) was carried out in the time period covered by this
report. Corpus development is also part of this WP; activities in this respect are also
discussed.
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1 Introduction
The goal of Work Package 5 (WP5) is creating tools for the automatic annotation of
poetic features, largely based on Natural Language Processing research. The tools
annotate constructs from the POSTDATA domain model. Creating tools also implies
developing corpora to test the tools with, and to obtain literary scholarship results
about. Corpus development is then also part of this WP.
Work has been carried out in the following areas. An overview is provided first and
more detailed sections per area will follow thereafter.
•

•

Content Analysis: Named Entity Recognition in Medieval Spanish has been
implemented, along with a graphical user interface. The system annotates
against a novel custom taxonomy meant for Humanities projects, also created by
us.
Scansion: This refers to identifying strong and weak metrical syllables in Spanish
poetry. The first step towards such an end, called “lexical syllabification”, was
implemented.

•

Computational Stylistics: A system to automatically identify a stylistic device
called enjambment in Spanish was implemented. It can be used via command
line or with a user interface.

•

Corpus Development: We have developed a new sonnet corpus covering
canonical and non-canonical authors from the 15th to the early 20th century,
offered in TEI with RDFa attributes, besides a plain text version. It has rich author
metadata and some literary annotations (scansion, enjambment), partly thanks to
poetry analysis tools developed in this WP.

All automatic annotations are compatible with POSTDATA’s domain model.
The scientific productions related to this package (publications, presentations) are
listed in 6 Publications.
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2 Named Entity Recognition in Medieval Spanish
Named Entity Recognition and Classification (NER) consists in identifying textual
sequences, called Named Entities (NE) that correspond to a predefined set of
categories, e.g. person names, organization names, location names and so on. NER
can provide a simple overview of the content of a corpus. For instance, NER can
reveal which people and professional roles or social groups are more prominent in a
corpus. No reliable system for Named Entity Recognition and Classification (NER) in
Medieval Spanish existed before. Moreover, previously existing NE taxonomies were
not adapted to Humanities research on medieval texts.
Taking those factors into account, we have worked on three activities:
1. Developing a new named entity taxonomy, useful for working on Medieval
Spanish texts, as it takes into account the entity types commonly mentioned in
these texts as well as attributes usually provided about them in these texts
(Álvarez Mellado et al., under review).
2. Developing a system for Medieval Spanish NER that annotates against our
taxonomy (Díez Platas et al., under review).
3. Developing a user interface that allows Humanities researchers to use the
NER tool easily (Díez Platas et al., 2017)
More details on these activities are provided in the following sections.

2.1 Named Entity Taxonomy for Medieval Spanish
Our entity typology is a TEI-based annotation scheme for medieval entities, which
tries to respond to the needs of literary scholars, historians or other humanists
(Álvarez Mellado et al., under review).The typology covers entity types commonly
present in medieval texts in more detail than standard pre-existing entity taxonomies,
which are geared towards generic domains like news or non-humanities domains.
Entities in medieval texts, particularly person names and role names (authority or
professional roles) often occur with additional attributes about the person or role.
Nobility titles are often prepended or appended to a person name, as well as
POSTDATA has received funding from by European Research Council (ERC) under the European
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geographical locations related to that person’s titles. Role names related to political
functions often accompany person names in medieval texts. Nicknames or formulaic
language also often co-occur with entities like person names, saints or deities. Our
typology was designed taking such information into account. The most important
types of the annotation scheme are on Table .
Table 1: Main entity types in our Medieval Spanish Named Entity Typology

Type
persName
addName
placeName
geogName
orgName
roleName

Subtype
deity
nickname
facilities

honorific
family
authority

Example
Guayo Julio Cesar
El Cid, El Campeador
Pedro el Cruel
Castillo de Ella
río Tormes

Gloss or Translation
Gaius Julius Caesar
The Lord, The Warrior
Peter the Cruel
Castle of Ella
Tormes river

corona de Castilla
Don, sennora, maese
Fiio del Rey Iohan
Rey de Castiella

crown of Castile
Mr, Mme, Master
Song of King Iohan
King of Castile

Note that our annotation scheme allows for entity attributes or nested entities in
order to analyse the rich information often given about people or
authorities/professional roles in medieval texts. An example is given in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Annotation example according to our Entity annotation scheme, showing entity attributes and nested
entities. The annotations are formalized in TEI.
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2.2 Hispanic Medieval Tagger: Backend and Resources
The Hispanic Medieval Tagger or HisMeTag was designed to annotate Medieval
Spanish text against our custom taxonomy, just described above. The system was
also designed to handle the difficulties posed by Medieval Spanish as a language
variety. The system itself, the challenges posed by Medieval Spanish and how the
system addresses them, besides an evaluation of the system’s results will be
described below.

2.2.1 Challenges posed by Medieval Spanish
Several characteristics of Medieval Spanish require a specific treatment, that our
system was created to deal with (see 2.2.2). Regarding the surface form of lexical
items, custom lexical resources are required, given orthographic variation in the
absence of a written norm or due to diachronic evolution (Alvar, 1996). Additionally,
the complex syntactic structures in which entities (particularly person names) get
realized also need an appropriate solution.
An example of widespread variation in the surface representation of a given lexical
item would be the different variants for the name of the city of Seville, such as
Seville, Seuilia, Seuilla and others. Absence of these variants in the gazetteers and
lexica available to treat medieval text requires applying variant generation rules, in
order to find the closest in-vocabulary item among the available lexical resources.
In medieval texts, entities are often accompanied by or occur within enumerations of
names with no punctuation marks at all that would help in the delimitation of
recognizable entity-constituents. As said above, entities often have attributes
attached to them or other entities nested within them: Nobility titles often
complement a person name, or locations related to that person’s titles. Nicknames
and formulaic expressions also tend to co-occur with entities like person names or
saints. In other words, entities in Medieval Spanish can have a complex internal
structure.

2.2.2 System Description
The goal of the system is identifying named entities as well as some of their
attributes, in the latter case via dependency parsing. Annotated data for such a task
were unavailable, and it would be costly to produce manual annotations to train a
POSTDATA has received funding from by European Research Council (ERC) under the European
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statistical model for the task. Accordingly, we relied on hand-crafted rule-sets
supplemented by custom lexical resources.
The system was conceived with a modular architecture, depicted in Figure 2. A brief
description of the system’s modules and lexical resources follows.

Figure 2: Medieval Spanish NERC system architecture

Modules
1.
Analysis Module: Performs a lexical analysis of the text to identify entity
candidates or text-regions likely to contain named-entities. Upon recognition of a
candidate or relevant text-span, this is passed on to the Processing Module and to
the subsequent modules.
2.
Processing Module: Parses the text-regions identified in the previous step,
annotating in these regions named entities and their types. It works as a state
machine. System state is determined based on current and previous state, and
based on lexical cues in the context under analysis. Polymorphic functions are
implemented differently for each state; the architecture makes it easy to add
implementations for new entity types or even new languages (for which lexical
resources would nevertheless be required, see below).
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3.
Variant Generation Module: When out-of-vocabulary items are found in the
previous steps, variants are generated for them to find candidate matches in the
system’s lexical resources (gazetteers, lexica). This module is necessary given
orthographic instability in Medieval Spanish as well as diachronic evolution
throughout the period our tool intends to cover.
4.
Dependency analyzer: entity attributes are attached to entities thanks to a
dependency parse. This module is necessary in order to identify such information in
medieval entities, which prior systems for Medieval Spanish NER were not doing.
Lexical resources
The system exploits a variety of lexical resources, some of which were created anew
by us.
1.
Gazetteer for the identification of place names: Based on Old Spanish
resources in the Freeling NLP suite and the Pleiades and Geonames gazetteers.
2.
Dictionaries of proper nouns, common nouns, names of saints and
organizations.
3.
Entity-trigger lexica: Domain-specific lexica that help identify entities of a
given type, e.g. nobility titles and forms of address for the person type, and locative
phrases for the geographical location type.
4.
Verb subcategorization dictionary: Contains verb entries, along with stem
and subcategorization information, i.e. which arguments and (prepositional)
complements the verbs take. These verbs are used to identify locative contexts and
for dependency parsing. The dictionary was custom-built for this application, in the
absence of a similar resource for Old Spanish.
The system’s resources get enriched as new texts, containing previously unseen
names or variants, are processed by the system, and thanks to expert validation of
these new names.

2.2.3 Evaluation
The system was evaluated against a manually annotated reference set. Two tasks
were defined. On the one hand, a classical NER evaluation, where the entities
annotated by the system have to exactly match the reference in terms of sequences
identified and types assigned to them. We also had an attribute-detection task,
POSTDATA has received funding from by European Research Council (ERC) under the European
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where person-name and role-name attributes identified by the system had to match
the reference. F1 scores were satisfactory, which suggests the usefulness of the
system for helping create annotations for corpus-based research in the Humanities.
Table 2: Attributes evaluated in our attribute-detection task

persName attributes
Attribute Type

TEI Label

Attribute Meaning

persRoleHon

<roleName
type="honorific"

Honorifics, forms of address

persRoleAuth

<roleName
type="_authority"

Authority or professional
roles

<roleName
type="_family"
<addName
type="nickname"

Family attributes, when the
person name is the head

persRoleFami
persAddNick
persPlace

<placeName>

Example (head bolded,
attribute underlined)
[gloss]
Don Alfonsso
[Don Alfonsso]
Rey Alfonso
[King Alfonso]
Alfonsso Rey
[Alfonso King]
Alfonsso fiio de Johan
[Alfonsso son of Johan]
Rodrigo Diaz el Cid
[Rodrigo Diaz el Cid]
Diaz de Biuar
[Diaz de Biuar]

Nicknames for a person
Place names representing a
person’s origin
roleName attributes

Attribute Type

TEI Label

Attribute Meaning

roleAuthPlace

<placeName>

Place representing the
jurisdiction for a political role

roleAddLegi

<addName
type="_legitimacy"

Legitimacy formulas

roleFamiPers

<persName>

Family attributes, when the
family term is the head

Example (head bolded,
attribute underlined)
[gloss]
Rey de Castiella
[King of Castile]
Rey por la gracia de Dios
[King by the grace of God]
Alfonsso fiio de Johan
[Alfonsso son of Johan]

Table 3: Precision, Recall, F1 in our NER task (exact match of sequence and type)

Entity type
overall
placeName
persName
orgName
roleName

Precision
0.83
0.78
0.84
0.93
0.87

Recall
0.72
0.73
0.79
0.81
0.65

F1
0.77
0.75
0.81
0.87
0.74
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Table 4: Precision, Recall, F1 in our attribute detection task. Precision, Recall, F1 in attributes for types
personName and roleName

Head
persName
roleName
all

N
361
168
529

Precision
0.96
0.80
0.82

Recall
0.84
0.65
0.70

F1
0.89
0.71
0.75

Table 2 shows the types of attributes detected by our system. Our evaluation of
attribute detection covers those types. Tables 3 and 4 show results for the NER and
attribute detection tasks. More details about the system and its evaluation are given
in Díez Platas et al. (under review).

2.3 Hispanic Medieval Tagger: User Interface
This application (Díez Platas et al., 2017) gives access to the backend described in
2.2 in a user-friendly manner, thanks to a user-interface. The interface allows a user
to create annotation projects, modify the results and see several statistical analysis
about the annotations obtained. A geolocation option is also offered: geographical
locations can be visualized on a map.
Some technical details: The interface was developed with Flask,1 a Python web
development microframework (Ronacher, 2017a). For the frontend, Jinja templates2
(Ronacher, 2017b) as well as the Bootstrap library were used. Graphics to visualize
statistics were developed with Python Bokeh3 (Bokeh Development Team, 2014).
Cartography services were implemented with Leaflet.4
Several screen captures below illustrate the application’s functionality.

1

http://flask.pocoo.org/
http://jinja.pocoo.org/docs/2.10/
3
https://bokeh.pydata.org/en/latest/
4
https://leafletjs.com/
2
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Figure 3: Hispanic Medieval Tagger UI: Project Management View

Figure 4: Hispanic Medieval Tagger UI: Output Example
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Figure 5: Hispanic Medieval Tagger UI: Statistical Analyses (Entity Distribution)

Figure 6: Hispanic Medieval Tagger UI: Geolocation and cartography
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3 Scansion
3.1 Introduction
Scansion refers to finding metrical patterns in poetry. In Spanish, this involves
identifying metrically strong (stressed) and weak (unstressed) syllables. Metrical
stress is not equivalent to lexical stress or the stress that words would bear in
isolation outside of a poetry context. The reason is that, in poetry, syllables in some
contexts can be merged or split in order to fulfill metrical expectations about stress
placement, i.e. in order for stress to fall on certain syllable-positions in a line of
poetry. A challenge in order to perform automatic scansion is metrical ambiguity, i.e.
the fact that several valid scansions can exist for a given line of poetry, depending on
which syllables get merged or split to fit the meter.
Several systems for scansion in Spanish already exist. An early system is Gervás
(2000), and newer, state-of-the-art systems are Navarro (2017) and Agirrezabal
(2017). However, our work, unlike those previous systems, provides outputs
compatible with POSTDATA’s domain model.

3.2 System description
As mentioned in 3.1, scansion or metrical syllabification is not equivalent to lexical
syllabification, the latter being the way words get syllabified and stressed in isolation
or outside of a poetry context. However, lexical syllabification is a prerequisite for
metrical syllabification.
At this writing, we have developed the lexical syllabification step. This requires two
sources of information:
1. Syllable segmentation
2. Part-of-speech tagging in order to tease apart inherently unstressed tokens
(e.g. inherently weak forms like the definite article) from lexically stressable
tokens (e.g. open class words like nouns, adjectives etc.)
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Syllable segmentation was carried out with a standard library, that we adapted
somewhat for our purposes.
Part-of-speech tagging was carried out with Freeling (Padró and Stanilovsky), using
version 4 of the tool.5 Based on the parts-of-speech provided by Freeling, tokens
(and their syllables) were identified as potentially stressable or inherently unstressed.
The system can be run as a command-line tool or via a user interface. Poems
analyzed by the system are inserted into a database that reflects POSTDATA’s
domain model.
The user interface is available at POSTDATA’s prototype site: http://prototipopostdata.linhd.es/skas.php . The screen captures below show the interface as well
as an example from the syllables table in the database.

Figure 7: Scansion Interface, Main View in POSTDATA’S prototype

5

https://github.com/TALP-UPC/FreeLing
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Figure 8: Lexical Syllabification output in scansion tool

Figure 9: Some rows and columns from the syllable table in the scansion tool’s database. Table fields cover constructs
in the POSTDATA domain model
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3.3 Evaluation
Lexical syllabification was evaluated against a manually syllabified reference set with
manually marked stressed syllables. The test-set consists in 211 words which reflect
syllabification and stress prediction difficulties like diphthongs, triphthongs or rare
consonant clusters. Accuracy was 98.06% for syllabification and 97.61 for stress
prediction.
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4 Computational Stylistics: Enjambment detection
This refers to automatically detecting occurrences of enjambment. This is a device
that occurs when metrical and syntactic structures don’t match (e.g. a phrase that is
realized across two lines of poetry). This gives rise to different stylistic effects.
A pipeline for enjambment detection in Spanish has been developed (Ruiz et al.,
2017; Martínez et al., 2018). The relevance of this work is that no such system
previously existed. Automatic detection allows for large scale quantitative analyses
on the phenomenon. As an example, we ran the system on approx. 9,000 sonnets
from the 15th to the early 20th century, examining patterns of evolution in the
distribution of the use of enjambment according to line-position in the sonnet. The
pipeline can be used as a command-line tool or via a user interface integrated in
POSTDATA’s prototype at http://prototipo-postdata.linhd.es/anja.php.
We briefly describe here the system, besides discussing an evaluation of the system
results and some scholarly findings on enjambment. At the end we show the user
interface.

4.1 System description
The system annotates enjambment and its type, based on typologies by Quilis
(1964) and Spang (1983), which are still considered current nowadays. These
typologies define enjambment in formal terms, based of possible phrase types that
can span more than one line. This is then a formal definition that can be
operationalized via Natural Language Processing. Accordingly, we used an NLP
pipeline called IXA Pipes (Agerri et al., 2014)6 as the first step in the system. The
pipeline provides part-of-speech tagging, syntactic constituents and syntactic
dependencies. Based on such information, we defined enjambment detection rules.
The rules identify phrases that can be considered to undergo enjambment when split
across two lines according to Quilis and Spang’s typologies. The rules can also be
lexically restricted to a set of lemmas or word-forms. A system diagram can be found
on Figure 10.

6

http://ixa2.si.ehu.es/ixa-pipes/
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Figure 10: Enjambment detection system workflow

The system detects several types of enjambment based on the typologies cited
above. There are three broad categories (below) with some subcategories each.
1. Lexical enjambment: Breaking up a word
2. Phrase-bounded enjambment: Within a phrase, breaking up sequences like
“noun + adjective”, “verb + adverb”, “auxiliary verb + main verb”, among
others
3. Cross-clause enjambment: Between a noun antecedent and the pronoun
heading the relative clause that complements the antecedent

4.2 Evaluation
We tagged a reference set manually for enjambment. The test-set contains two
subcorpora, called SonnetEvol and Cantos20th.
1. SonnetEvol: 100 sonnets between the 15th and 19th centuries, with 260 linepairs under enjambment.
2. Cantos20th: 1000 lines of 20th century poetry, showing natural contemporary
syntax and 277 line-pairs with enjambment.
Two evaluation tasks were defined:
1. typed match: the line-pairs identified as being under enjambment as well as
their type must match the reference
2. untyped match: the line-pair positions must match the reference, but type is
ignored
POSTDATA has received funding from by European Research Council (ERC) under the European
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A summary of the evaluation results can be found on Table 5 and Table 6.
Table 5: Precision, Recall, F1 in our enjambment detection task (without types and with types). Diachronic sonnet
corpus, covering the 15th to the 19th centuries

N
SonnetEvol

untyped match
typed match

260

P
74.18
61.24

R
87.64
72.31

F1
80.35
66.31

Table 6: Precision, Recall, F1 in our enjambment detection task (without types and with types). 20 th century corpus.

N
Cantos20th

untyped match
typed match

277

P
84.01
78.04

R
89.17
83.39

F1
86.51
80.63

As a comment on these results, untyped detection is reliable, as F1 values are
above 80 points throughout both evaluation subcorpora. Performance for typed
detection however decreases (66.31 F1) in the diachronic corpus, reflecting
difficulties with historical language varieties. Adapting the NLP pipeline to such
varieties could lead to improvements.

4.3 Scholarly findings
We created the enjambment detection system looking for two types of findings: First,
quantitative evidence on the use of enjambment (across time, genres etc.). Second,
interesting examples of enjambment that may help refine current definitions of the
phenomenon, since some aspects of its definition are unclear.
Given that we consider our untyped detection results reliable (> 80 F1), we have run
enjambment detection on a large diachronic corpus of sonnets to see if patterns in
the evolution of the use of this device emerge (Ruiz et al., 2017; Martínez et al.,
2018).
A finding was that, up to the 19th century, enjambment across stanza boundaries is
rare. In the 19th century however, enjambment across the tercets clearly increases
compared to previous periods. This might reflect a loosening of the sonnet form in
the 19th century, in that some stanza boundaries are less clearly respected,
permitting enjambment across them.
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Regarding interesting examples of enjambment that may help refine the definition of
the phenomenon, we have found such examples thanks to our annotators’ manual
validation of the automatic results. Sometimes annotators point out cases that
formally fulfill an enjambment context as defined in our typologies, but where for
human annotators the stylistic effect related to the line-pair comes not from
enjambment itself, but rather from other devices, like hyperbaton. The desirability of
studying the interaction between enjambment and hyperbaton became clear based
on our annotators’ validation of the system’s results.

4.4 User Interface
The user interface is available at POSTDATA’s prototype site (http://prototipopostdata.linhd.es/anja.php). It allows a user to analyze a single poem or a zip file
containing multiple poems. Results are displayed in several delimited formats. The
NLP annotations (part-of-speech tagging, parsing) on which the system bases its
analyses are also accessible to users. Results can be exported by the user. The
screen-captures below show the interface.

Figure 11: Enjambment detection user interface: Results view
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5 Literary corpus development
We describe in this section our work towards the creation of literary corpora for the
purposes of literary scholarship. These are different to the reference corpora that we
have produced to test the tools developed in this work package (such reference
corpora were described in the Evaluation part of sections 2 through 4 above).
We have created a new Spanish sonnet corpus covering canonical and noncanonical authors from the 15th to the early 20th century, offered in TEI with RDFa
attributes. A plain-text version (with an external metadata-table) is also offered. The
corpus has rich author metadata and some literary annotations (scansion,
enjambment), partly thanks to poetry analysis tools developed in this WP. The corpus
is called DISCO (Diachronic Spanish Sonnet Corpus) and is available on github.7
The data distribution in the corpus is on Table 7. The corpus complements other
existing sonnet corpora (Navarro, 2016), given its focus on non-canonical authors
and its coverage of periods later than the Golden Age.
Table 7: Data distribution in the Diachronic Spanish Sonnet Corpus (DISCO)

7

https://github.com/postdataproject/disco
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Note that some author metadata were not available in the corpus sources, but were
programmatically inferred, plus some manual validation. For instance, author gender,
or VIAF IDs for the authors (i.e. unique author identifiers from the VIAF authority
file8) were inferred with scripts. RDFa attributes were used in order to give the corpus
an initial layer of linked-data readiness.
As regards literary annotations, the enjambment annotations were created by our
enjambment detection tool, described in 4

Computational Stylistics:

Enjambment detectionabove. We obtained the metrical annotations with the
tool by Navarro (2017), which specializes in sonnets.
The author metadata make it now possible for researchers to create their own
subcorpora, for example female authors from Cuba that were born between certain
years in the 19th Century. The literary annotations make it possible to analyze poetic
traits in those subcorpora.
Further work on this corpus could involve using RDF (instead of simply RDFa), as
RDF is the format that the POSTDATA project at large is using for its annotations.
This corpus was a preliminary version to showcase some of the project’s work on
linked data and on automatic literary annotations, based on a corpus case-study for
a genre, the sonnet, that has received considerable attention in both the NLP/Digital
Humanities and traditional scholarship communities. As said above, the annotations
in the corpus allow scholars to formulate questions that would be impossible without
such metadata (e.g. metrical patterns per period or region).

8

https://viaf.org/
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Martínez Cantón, Clara. (2017, December). La lírica medieval en el medio digital. Edición e
interoperabilidad en el siglo XXI. Jornada La edición digital de textos: estado actual y
perspectivas.

Biblioteca

Nacional

de

España.

December

2017

http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1101120

Ruiz Fabo, Pablo. (2017, December). Contribuciones del Procesamiento del Lenguaje
Natural

a

la

navegación

de

corpus

digitales.

Zenodo.

http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1109720. Jornada La edición digital de textos: estado
actual

y

perspectivas.

Biblioteca

Nacional

de

España.

http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1101120

Ruiz Fabo, Pablo (2018, April). Detección de rasgos métricos y encabalgamiento:
aplicaciones. Institut d’études hispaniques, Université Paris IV-Sorbonne.
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1217586

Ros, Salvador, Bermúdez Sabel, Helena and Ruiz Fabo, Pablo (2018, June).
POSTDATA: Poetry Standardization and Linked Open Data. Trinity College,
Dublin. [The Poetry Lab presentation belongs to this WP]
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Contributions to conferences

Díez Platas, M. Luisa, Tobarra, Llanos, Ros, Salvador, González-Blanco, Elena, RoblesGómez, Antonio, Caminero, Agustín, Del Rio Riande, Gimena (2017) Hispanic
Medieval Tagger (HisMeTag): una aplicación web para el etiquetado de entidades en
textos medievales

Humanidades Digitales Hispánicas. III Congreso Internacional.

Málaga (Spain). October 2017. http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1123416

González-Blanco, Elena, Ros, Salvador, Díez Platas, M. Luisa, Del Rio, Gimena, Martínez,
Clara, Robles-Gómez, Antonio, Caminero, Agustín, Asimbaya, Dayana, Pastor, Rafael,
Del Olmo, Álvaro and Urízar, Miguel (2017). EVI-LINHD, un Entorno Virtual de
Investigación para la edición digital académica. Humanidades Digitales Hispánicas. III
Congreso

Internacional.

Málaga

(Spain).

October

2017

http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1035036

González-Blanco García, Elena, Bermúdez Sabel, Helena, Curado Malta, Mariana, Rio
Riande, Gimena del, Ferreyra, Diego, Martínez Cantón, Clara Isabel, Ruiz Fabo, Pablo
and the POSTDATA team. “Poesía, interoperabilidad y estándares para el tratamiento
de datos poéticos”. Panel at Humanidades Digitales Hispánicas. III Congreso
Internacional. Málaga (Spain). October 2017.

Martínez Cantón, Clara, Ruiz Fabo, Pablo, Navarro, Borja (2017) A caballo entre el verso y
las humanidades digitales. La evaluación de herramientas como modo de aprendizaje
en el aula. Humanidades Digitales Hispánicas. III Congreso Internacional. Málaga
(Spain). October 2017. http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1035046

Martínez Cantón, Clara, Ruiz Fabo, Pablo, González Blanco, Elena and Poibeau, Thierry.
(2017). Automatic enjambment detection as a new source of evidence in Spanish
versification. In Plotting Poetry: On Mechanically-enhanced reading / Machiner la
poésie:

Sur

les

lectures

appareillées.

Basel,

Switzerland,

October.

http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1006765
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Martínez Cantón, Clara, Pablo Ruiz Fabo and Elena González-Blanco (Accepted). ANJA,
¿dónde están los encabalgamientos ? In Digital Humanities Conference (DH 2018),
Mexico City http://e-spacio.uned.es/fez/view/bibliuned:363-Cmartinez4

Ruiz Fabo, Pablo, Clara Martínez Cantón and Thierry Poibeau. (2017). Distant Rhythm :
Automatic enjambment detection on four centuries of Spanish sonnets. In Digital
Humanities

Conference

(DH

2017).

Montréal,

Canada.

August

2017.

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1155879

Ruiz Fabo, Pablo, Helena Bermúdez Sabel, Clara Martínez Cantón, Elena González-Blanco
and Borja Navarro-Colorado. (2018). The Diachronic Spanish Sonnet Corpus (DISCO):
TEI and Linked Open Data Encoding, Data Distribution and Metrical Findings. In Digital
Humanities

Conference

(DH

2018),

Mexico

City.

http://e-

spacio.uned.es/fez/view/bibliuned:363-Pruiz3

Ruiz Fabo, Pablo, Clara Martínez Cantón and José Calvo Tello. (2018). DISCO : Diachronic
Spanish Sonnet Corpus. Digital Humanities im deutschsprachigen Raum (DHd 2018)
http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1069844

Reviews
Martínez Cantón, Clara, Plecháč, Petr, Ruiz Fabo, Pablo, Seláf, Levente. (2017). Chronicle
for Conference "Plotting Poetry: On Mechanically Enhanced Reading, 5th-7th October,
Basel. In Studia Metrica et Poetica, 4(2). https://doi.org/10.12697/smp.2017.4.2.05

Submitted work
Álvarez Mellado, E., Díez-Platas, M. L., Ruiz Fabo, P., Ros, S. & González-Blanco,
E. (under review). TEI-friendly annotation scheme for medieval named entities:
A case on a Spanish medieval corpus.
Díez Platas, M. L., Ros, S, Ruiz Fabo, P. Álvarez, E., González-Blanco, E. (under
review). Named Entity Recognition and Attribute Detection in Medieval Spanish
(12th – 15th centuries)
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Ruiz Fabo, Pablo, Bermúdez Sabel, Helena y González-Blanco, Elena. Navegación
de corpus a través de anotaciones lingüísticas automáticas obtenidas por
Procesamiento del lenguaje natural: de anecdótico a ecdótico. (under review).
To appear in Bueren, José Luis y Cotarelo, Lucía (eds.). Edición del texto
digital: Legado y perspectivas. Ediciones Trea.
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